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Hello, we’re Adam and Meghan (and the pups Winnie and 
Nugget). We met in high school, had similar friend groups and 
played the same sports. Following graduation, we were “set up” 
by a good mutual friend and began dating. We have now been 
together for over thirteen years and got married in summer 2019. 
We’re in our early 30s and love traveling, the outdoors, family time 
activities, and cooking together. Meghan is a pediatric nurse who 
loves organization, office supplies, home improvement projects, 
reading, naps, and gardening projects. Adam is a parks manager 
and loves time with his family, hiking, biking, boating, classic cars, 
and in the last year he learned sign language and is teaching 

himself guitar. Adam likes to “tinker” in the garage and is quite the handy man. We have 2 dogs; Winnie is a 
basset hound and Nugget is a Yorkie.

One of our family dreams is to go to all U.S. National Parks, along with a new country every year. We love 
traveling and diving into other cultures with the planning of trips and the excitement of going. We can’t wait to 
take the kiddos along to explore the world.

About us

About adam
            written by Meghan

Adam is the bomb.com, he’s dedicated, funny, so hard 

working and a wonderful husband and best friend. I cannot 

wait to see Adam become a dad through adoption. I think 

Adam’s dream job would be to be a stay-at-home dad- and 

he would be awesome at it! Adam is persistent, calm and a 

great uncle to our nephews constantly playing with them and 

taking them on adventures. Adam is also an “outdoors man,” 

and is looking forward to teaching the children in our house 

about nature, hiking, camping, etc.

About  meghan
            written by Adam
    

Meghan is simply amazing. From her career to her family, 

Meghan is the most thoughtful, sweet, selfless person who 

would do anything for anyone. We share the same sense 

of humor, and she is able to lift me up any time I am feeling 

down. Meghan is hilarious, warm and everyone’s friend. She 

has supported me and my dreams, and I strive every day to 

do the same for her. I am very fortunate to share my life with 

my best friend, and cannot wait to see her as the best mom, 

which will come very naturally for her.



We were both raised in a small town in the 

Midwest; we have lots of family that live close 

by for family support. Meghan has one brother 

and Adam has one sister. We have two nephews 

who are so much fun to be around, playing 

outside, riding 4-wheelers and exploring outside. 

Our family is close-knit, regularly gathering for 

birthdays, holidays, or even just cookouts for 

lunch or dinner on the weekends. We also do at 

least one family vacation a year to a lake a few 

hours from our house. Our family has continued 

to be supportive of our path to adoption and 

cannot wait to see what the future holds for us.

Our family

Meghan with her dad, Michael, and her brother, Chris Adam and his nephews

Adam with his mom, Sharon, and sister, Katie

Adam and Graham

Meghan’s brother Chris with his boyfriend, Zach

Visiting North Carolina with family

Katie, Steve and the boys

Meghan’s family weddingSharon, Katie, Steve and their 
boys

Our wedding with our families in Yosemite National Park



Adam and Meghan live in the Midwest 

in a single-family home. We’re slowly 

completing home renovations- 

hello HGTV! We love our house and 

neighborhood because it reminds us of 

our childhood with families out walking, 

kids playing and riding bikes all the time 

and that the houses back up to woods 

to explore. There are lots of families 

with small kiddos for playdates in the 

neighborhood. In 2020 we created a 

garden and playset activities in the 

backyard.

Our home

Occupation: Parks manager
Education: Bachelors in 
organizational leadership
Adam is actually an “audiophile” where 
he can identify basically any song 
within a few seconds of hearing it.
Adams favorite childhood memory: 
Camping and boating most weekends 
in the summer with family and helping 
his dad work on classic cars.
Favorite food: BBQ
Favorite TV show: Parks and Rec

Fun facts Adam: 

Occupation: Pediatric Nurse
Education: Master’s in Nursing
Favorite Movies: any Pixar movies, 
Harry Potter series, and Steel 
Magnolias.
Favorite Childhood Memory: summer 
swimming at my grandparents’ house 
with all the cousins.
Favorite Food: Bread- all the bread

Favorite TV show: The Office

Fun facts Meghan: 



Dear Birth Parent(s), 

First, we want to acknowledge and thank you for even 

looking at our adoption profile and considering us and our 

family for your baby. We want to acknowledge how very 

hard this choice in considering adoption must be for you, 

your family and your life. Your baby, your wonderful precious 

baby will be utterly cherished in our home. We’ve been 

“planning on parenthood” or several years now, slowly 

gathering items for our future kids from books, to toys to little 

holiday outfits when we knew that biological children would 

not be an option for us. Your baby will be absolutely loved in 

our home.

  Adam and Meghan

A note from us

Why adoption? 
 

Though we are unable to have biological children due 

to Meghan’s ovarian tumors at a young age, we have 

always considered adoption to be our path and had 

talked about this even before her ovarian tumors made 

it impossible to have biological kids. We have always 

wanted to provide a child with the best opportunities we 

could offer them. Since family is so important to us we 

want to grow ours through adoption. We picture ourselves 

adopting at least 2 kiddos in our lifetime since we love 

having siblings ourselves.
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